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WITH ITS Fl LM PROJECTED INTO mirrored chambers, the Kaleidoscope

Pavilion at Expo 67 invited visitors to step into a spatial environment apparently made from beams of coloured light . This bodily immersion in moving
and pulsating colour was right in sync with the countercultura l visual culture
of the 1960s, especially since this visual/spatial exper ience was complemented
by R . Murray Schafer's electronic music. Many critics and journalists picked
up on this association with psychedelia; the American art critic David Bourdon
did so even without first-hand experience, end ing his report on Expo 67,
" Unfortunately I missed Kaleidoscope, a prismatic environment of reflecting
mirrors with filmed images of bleeding, bursting colors. Friends tell me it is
the ultimate psychedelic experience." 1
This countercultural connotation is only part of the story, however. The
"ult imate psychedelic experience" was in fact sponsored by six Canadian
chemical companies, while the design and conception of the pavilion was assumed by the University of Waterloo's Institute of Design; they in turn hired
the design firm Morley Markson and Associates to come up with the exhibition content . It is because of Markson's formation as a designer that the Kaleidoscope Pavilion can be plausibly connected to the avant -garde experiments
in" light painting" and "polycinema" undertaken by the Hungarian artist and
Bauhaus teacher Laszlo Moholy-Nagy earlier in the century.
Yet another perspective was articulated at the time by the communications
scholar Donald Theall, who predicted that, "for the future, Ka leidoscop e may
prove to have been one of the most interesting of the experiments of Expo." 2
Rather surprisingly, Theall proposed that the immers ive media environment
of the Kaleidoscope Pavilion was comparable to colour television, then a relatively new product in North American homes. The expanded-cinema project
realized in this pavilion therefore comes into focus according to these three
modalities: psychedelic experience, avant-garde experiment, and mediatized
environment, while the pavilion's corporate identity is necessarily part of this
configuration.

Kaleidoscope had much in common with the other cinematic inventions
undertaken for Montrea l's World's Fair, as here too the limits of narrative filmmaking were tested, the convention of projecting film onto a single screen was
challenged, and the spatia l and architectural circumstances for viewing film
were reconfigured, while the audience was rendered mobile. But the actual
kaleidoscopic structure that transformed the cinemat ic apparatus was unique,
as was the emphasis on abstracted colour. The principles underlying the pavilion's structure go back to the optical instrument invented in the nineteenth
century by the Scotsma n David Brewster (the kaleidoscope was named and
patented in 1817), with some rather important provisos: the Expo 67 visitor
walked right into the device instead of peering into it from an externa l viewing
position, while the sense of movement was created not because the instrument
was shaken and twisted but because of the streaming filmic imagery.
The visitor to the Kaleidoscope Pavilion moved through three distinct interior
spaces, each one covered with angled and faceted mirrors. A tw elve-minute,
three-part film entitled Man and Colour was aimed into the thre e rooms from
a central projection booth. At this scale, the optical illusions generated by the
kaleidoscopic system could become architectonic and monumental. The first
room presented an expansive hori zontal panorama , the second one introduced
a towering vertical construction; many visitors regarded the third room as the
climactic moment of the pavilion, since the combination of projected film and
strategically tilted mirrors produced the illusion of being afloat in a gigantic
sphere or dome, mysteriously constructed out of moving coloured light. Theall
wrote, "The third chamber simulated a massive, multi-faceted sphere extending both above and below the audience, as if they were suspended in space";
he even estimated the size of thi s illusion, saying that it "appeared to be about
400 feet in diameter." 3 Theall also noted the resemb lance between this virtual
dome and Buckminster Fuller's geodesic dome (the USA Pavilion) located a
short distance away on the Expo site. Inde ed, this kinship was something that
Markson was well aware of.
Most pavilions at Expo 67 represented nation-states or geo-political regions, or were centrally administered offshoots of the main Man and His
World concept. The Kaleidoscope Pavilion was amongst a handful of commercially sponsored initiatives; the six Canadian chemical companies funding
the project were Canad ian Industries Ltd, Chemce ll Ltd, Cyanamid of Canada
Ltd, Shawinigan Chem icals Ltd, Union Carbide Canada Ltd, and Dow Chemical Canada. 4 The University of Waterloo's Institute of Design was hired in
1965 by this consortium to design a "chemical industries pavilion," as it was
initially referred to. The Waterloo team then subcontracted the job of creating
the interior exhibition, the only basic imperative given to Markson's firm
being to "thematize colour," although th e firm remained responsible for the
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construction of the building and continued to supervise the various stages of
the project until its completion. The pavilion's exterior was visually striking,
with a ring of vertical elements painted to approximate an Ostwald colour
wheel: green, yellow, orange, red, purple, blue, and then green again, the
sequence repeated numerous times, encircling the build ing. Enclosed within
this fanciful perimeter was a cruciform building with an entrance hall and the
three exhibition spaces.
Once the film was completed, the Canadian experimental composer R. Murray
Schafer (a childhood friend of Markson's) was commissioned to create an electronic music score to accompany the visual presentation. An additional feature
was the presence and attire of the hostesses who guided visitors through the
pavilion. While other space-age uniforms could be seen throughout the Expo
67 site, the Kaleidoscope hostesses wore eye-popping yellow and purple complementaries on a traditional colour wheel.
Markson was thus responsible for the pavilion's cinematic installation, and
he brought an interdisciplinary breadth to the project. He went on, post-Expo,
to make documentary films, but his education and career path leading up to
the Kaleidoscope project were anything but cinema -centric. Born and raised
in Toronto, he went to Chicago in the early 19 50s to study industrial design
at the Illinois Institute of Technology's designated Institute of Design. After
graduating, he held various jobs before opening his own design firm. One employment experience in particular stands out in relation to Kaleidoscope: in
the late 19 50s, Markson worked for the California-based Kaiser Aluminum
Company, which was manufacturing geodesic domes based on Buckminster
Fuller's designs; thus Markson was able to participate in the design and practical construction of domes.
Some of the people involved in Expo 67's expanded-cinema experiments
did emerge out of documentary, avant -garde, or animation film contexts, and
for these seasoned filmmakers the opportunity to stage such large-scale projects was surely a way to "expand and question cinema as an institution." 5 In
the case of Kaleidoscope, it was not a prior commitment to cinematic practice
or theory that drove the project; instead, the pavilion is an example of how
experimental film could intersect with heterogeneous discourses, institutional
contexts, and commercial imperatives. This tendency can be traced right back
to the proto-cinematic attractions of the 1900 Paris exposition, which helped to
establish the "dream world of the consumer," according to Rosalind Williams. 6
Haidee Wasson has remarked that by the time of the 1939 New York World's
Fair, such hybrid cinematic productions "amounted to a distinct kind of corporate experiment, a new kind of interface between corporate and consumer
desire." 7 And yet some of the contributions to this corporate experiment have
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been extremely complex cultural objects. Closer in time to Expo 67, for instance,
was the formally inventive twenty-two-screen work Think, produced for
the IBM Pavilion at the 1964 - 65 New York World's Fair by the renowned
American designers Charles and Ray Eames.
Visitors to the Kaleidoscope Pavilion did not necessarily know it was funded
by chemical companies, because no information about the sponsors (beyond
a list of the company names) was made available on-site. Nor was this alluring
coloured light show complemented by a display of the rainbow-hued products
that were, thanks to the chemical industry, widely available to consumers in
the Western world during this period. The absence of such commodities
from the pavilion is striking, especially because a rather different approach
was evident at earlier exhibitions. At the 1939 World's Fair in New York, for
instance, the culminating point of Du Pont's celebratory "Wonder World of
Chemistry" exhibit was a woman modelling a brand -new invention: nylon
stockings. 8 At the 1964-6 5 fair, Du Pont once again spectacularized chemistry,
this time through a Broadway-style musical production and other allegorical
displays, although a visit to this pavilion ended with a designated "product
arena" to show that the "magic" of chemistry would result in useful and desirable commodities. 9
At Expo 67, this type of narrative was abandoned. There was no display
of material abundance, and instead of a product arena, the Kaleidoscope Pavilion seemed to celebrate de-materialization - as if colour could be detached
from the object world and appreciated as pure sensation or "excitement." The
official Expo 67 guidebook proposed that the pavilion "dramatizes how chemistry, through color, contributes to the excitement of life." ' 0 This vocabulary
of "wo nder," "magic," and "excitement" functioned rhetorically in the world's
fair context, while it was sure to deflect attention away from the industry 's
production of environmental toxins and chemical weapons. Public scepticism
about chemical companies was already long-standing within North America;
Jeffrey Meikle describes a 1934 Senate committee, for instance, that "maintained that Du Pont and other 'merchants of death' posed a serious threat to
world peace," while during the 1960s, Dow Chemical Company was frequently
criticized for its production of napalm, used militarily during the Vietnam
War. ' 1 As Theall remarked at the time, "Sociologically, the Kaleidoscope is an
extremely interesting phenomena because it is the result of a series of commercial companies working together and producing an exhibit which in no
form presented their products or their image as part of the exhibit." 12 Markson
recalls that the sponsors were very hands-off and did not interfere with the
design team. ' 3
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Psychedelic Experience
The Kaleidoscope Pavilion was not intended to celebrate the anti-establishment
counterculture of the 1960s, and Markson contends that he did not set out to
simulate a druggy experience. 14 Nonetheless the project was re pea redly
described in these terms in 1967; the phrase "ultimate psychedelic experience"
has already been noted, while Judith Shatnoff commented in her Film Quarterly review of the fair's cinematic attractions, "For a trip without propaganda,
there was Kaleidoscope." 15 She thus acknowledged that propagandizing messages crisscrossed the Expo 67 site, while suggesting that the Kaleidoscope
Pavilion provided some respite from that ideological barrage. Nor was there
any mistaking the connotations of Shatnoff's comment once she used the word
"trip." The summer of 1967 would be branded the "Summer of Love," and
the trope of pleasurable, mind-expanding, drug-fuelled tripping was associated
with the countercultural lifestyle. As Dave Hickey has commented about the
1960s, "Simply knowing what tripping was, and proclaiming it an okay thing
to do was sufficient to confirm one's psychedelic politics." r 6
Until recently, the "psychedelic" designation had a long-standing vernacular usage but was largely neglected within the research fields of art history
and visual culture . A number of scholarly and curatorial initiatives have bestowed the term with some theoretical rigour, however. Especially important
was the 2005 Tate Gallery exhibition Summer of Love: Art of the Psychedelic
Era, with its two accompanying publications. 17 This exhibition assembled
various artworks and experimental film practices, together with posters, fashion,
and multimedia light shows, while proposing that a coherent aesthetic sensibility manifests itself across these disparate images and objects. The scholars
involved in the project proposed that psychedelic visual culture deserves the
same degree of serious study accorded to more well-established art movements
from the 1960s. In fact, mirrors and kaleidoscopes recur throughout the psychedelic repertoire, since distortion was a much sought-after optical effect.
Moreover, it can be said that the Kaleidoscope Pavilion's colouristic effects
had an affinity with the hypnotically geometric mandala shapes and endlessly
curving paisley patterns borrowed from Asian traditions, both of which became
central to this aesthetic paradigm. During the 1960s the mainstream media seized
on the riotous play of colour as a quick signifier of the drug-laced psychedelic
counterculture. Two Life magazine covers dating from 1966 speak to this
directly; the March issue, showing a random arrangement of transparent
coloured squares, holds out a dire warning about LSD, "the exploding threat,"
while the September cover shows a seated man drenched in washes of
coloured light, and announces "LSD art: New experience that bombards the
senses." What is conspicuous in this most middlebrow of journalistic contexts
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is that a few intensely saturated and transparent squares or splashes of colour
would be immediately intelligible to the public at large, standing in for all
manner of chem ical and/or countercultural "trips."
Young adu lts visiting the pavilion might well have found the experience
to be reminiscent of the era's ubiquitous "liquid light" shows, not least because
Schafer's electron ic score accompanied the visual effects . The curator Chrissie
Iles has provided an evoca tive description of this tendency: "Groups of people,
some tripping, others not, would gather in a club, cinema, concert hall or underground hang-o ut, to listen to live psychedelic music accompanied by multiple
projections of coloured oil patterns, moving kaleidoscopic forms and gels or
makeshift screens ." 18 The "liveness" of pop or rock music performances was
complemented, in other words, by an equa lly live improvisation with liquid
pigments poured onto the flat surface of an overhead projector. These molten
and transparent colour effects cou ld also be part of multilayered visual extravaganzas involving projected films and photographic images. This trend spread
like wildfire across North America and Western Europe, ' 9 and some direct
crossovers with visual artists occurred. Andy Warhol's collaboration with the
Velvet Underground in 1966 and 1967, resu lting in the so-ca lled Exp lodin g
Plastic Inevitable events, is notable in this respect, while in downtown Mon tr eal,
just across the river from the Expo site, experiments with colour and light
co uld be encountered at th e Mousse Spatheque, the discotheque run by the
artis t Jean-Paul Moussea u. 2 0
In her contri buti on to th e Summer of Love catalogue, Iles addresses the
porous relationship between such pop-cultural light shows and a para llel history of artists' experimen tal film projects and installations. For instance, the
artwork Yin/Yang/Sine/Pu lse (dating from 1967, making it exactly contempo raneous with Expo 67) was created by the American artist/filmmaker Jud
Yalkut in collaboration with membe rs of the collective known as USCO. In
this work, "fi lm images were projected onto silver mylar walls and revo lving
weather balloons," 2 1 thereby breaking up the singularity of the conventiona l
screen projection in a manner comparab le to the Kaleidoscope Pavilion . That
projects suc h as USCO's multimedia environments were an extension of the
countercultural scene was important to media theorist Gene Youngblood in
his Expand ed Cinema book of 1970. Youngblood used the terms "expanded
cinema" and "synaesthetic cinema" interchangeably, w hile remarking that
"synaesthetic and psychedelic mean approximately the same thing." 22 He argued
that the value of such non-narrative and non -figurative cinematic experiments
was directly linked to an expansion of the human sensorium - and although
there are McLuhanesque implications to this notion, Youngblood had his
sights on an overtly mystical outcome: "By creating a new kind of vision ,
synaesthetic cinema creates a new kind of consciousness: oceanic conscious-
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ness ... in which we feel our individual existence lost in mystic union with the
universe." 23
It would be reductive, however, to consider Kaleidoscope at Expo 67 on ly
in relation to the psychedelic preoccupations of 1967. Indeed, much of the
sculp tural, environmental, or cinematic "light art" that emerged during the
1960s was indebted to projects undertaken by the European avant-garde
earlier in the century. The writ ings and art of Moholy-Nagy were especially
influential, because he proposed to use electric light , moving colour, and filmic
projection to create spatial environme nts. 24 Th is lineage is important because
one key element that differentiates the Kaleidoscope Pavilion from the psychedelic visual culture of the time was its ability to translate those amorphous
streams of cinematically projected colour into arc hit ectonic form.

Avant-Garde Experiment
Markso n 's education at Chicago's Institute of Design in the 1950s link s him
directly to the avant-garde experimen ts with colour and light conducted by
Laszlo Moholy-Nagy. The school was inde ed founded by Moholy-Nagy as a
"New Bauhaus," to re invigorate the ideals of the orig inal Weimar establi shment, which had closed in 1933 under pressure from the Nazis. By the time
he arr ived in the United States, Moholy-Nagy's utopian socialism would come
up against the pragmatism and commercialism of the American context, and
yet he continued to use the term "design" to designate a socially progressive
practice, and one that implied continual experime nt at ion across many materials and media. 25 The Bauhaus was not geared on ly to th e production of sleek
objec ts made for specific consumer market s: stud ents entered into a laboratory- like milieu to conduct researc h on everyday forms, materials, and visual
technologies. Markson acknow ledges th e powerful impact this education had
on him, calling attention to instructors such as Harold Cohen in the realm of
design, and Konrad Wachsmann, known for his visionary modern architecture, as well as the photographers Harry Callahan and Aaron Siskind.
The famous Bauhaus "foundat ion course" includ ed the sustained and systematic study of colour, with exerc ises typically involving blocks of pure
colour, in various media, to be impro vised with, manipulated, and juxtaposed.
Back in Germany, the faculty had occasionally flirted with an overtly scientific
approach to colour, as when the chemist Wilhelm Ostwald was invited to the
schoo l to proselytize about the rational outcomes promised by his colour
wheel. 26 But by and large, the Bauhaus artist/teachers pursued idiosyncratic
paths when it came to colour: Johannes Itten linked colours to the spiritual
and affective states of individuals, for instanc e. John Gage has commented
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that "at no time ... during the short but tortuous history of the Bauhaus, except
perhaps at its close, was there a coherent view of the nature and functioning
of colour amongst its teachers." 27
Moholy-Nagy's approach to colour was distinctive (and it should be noted
that while he died in 1946, his influence endured at the Chicago school
through his pedagogical programs and publications). Like his Bauhaus colleagues, Moholy-Nagy was committed to exploring the modern potential of
colour, but he regarded the habit of painting with pigments as an anachronistic
form of picture-making that had to be superseded. Instead, he advocated
"painting" with light. In the 1920s, he was already adamant about this issue:
"We know today that work with controlled light is a different matter from
work with pigment. The traditional painting has become a historical relic and
is finished with." 28 He was still working through these ideas about light and
colour twenty years later in his book Vision in Motion, which is in part a summary of his aesthetic philosophy after several years of running the Chicago
design school.
"Colour consciousness is in a process of evolution," Moholy-Nagy wrot e,
and herein lay the challenge he set for himself and for his students - that the
artist must be attuned to shifts in the cultural impact and significance of
colour. 29 The "age of light painting" would come into existence when artist/
designers were as creative with coloured light as their predecessors had been
with oil paint or watercolours. Moholy-Nagy was unapologetic, furthermore,
about the inspiring effect of urban illumination and commercial signage on
this nascent art form. When he said that "today there are more technological
sources for light painting than at any other period in human history," 30 he
was urging artists to learn from, and appropriate, aspects of the commercially
electrified environment. He sometimes used the term "polycinema" to describe
the type of art he foresaw for the future. In one vividly expressed passage he
wrote, "I dream of light machines ... I want a bare room with twelve projectors
so that the white void can be activated by the criss-crossing beams of coloured
light." 3 ' This vision would subvert the dominant convention of a monocular
beam of light projected onto a single screen, as the intersecting beams of light
would create a new kind of immersive cinematic environment. These futureoriented writings about the unrealized potential of light art have arguably
been even more inspiring than the small -scale Light-Space Modulator prototypes the artist was able to build - and a great many artists and designers
would take up Moholy-Nagy's challenge to keep experimenting with colour
and projected light.
Markson's kaleidoscopic film installation can be understood in these terms.
Moholy -Nagy's polycinematic projections were in principle devoid of figurative or narrative content, and this too would become an important aspect of
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the Kaleidoscope experience. Although Man and Colour did feature identifiable imagery, a process of abstraction and denarrativization was set in motion
once the film was projected into the mirrored chambers. Theall's meticulous
description allows us to understand how the film's pictorial content and
themes shifted from one room to the next. According to him, the first room
was characterized by natural motifs and childish play; the second room had
a concentration of machine parts, mechanistic movement, increased speed,
and a "competitive " spirit. The last room, he noted, was calmer in its atmosphere, in that it consisted "almost exclusively of abstract, artificially produced
colour effects." 32 For instance, Theall conjures up the sequence of shots in the
first room: "water reflecting green leaves ... moving water ... leaves on trees
... girl running through orchard the trees of which have vivid pink blossoms,
then a close-up of the little girl's face ... several zoom-ins on flowers." Theall
openly acknowledges the banality of this subject-matter, but immediately
points out that the film's iconographic program was ultimately of minor importance: the "films themselves ... are not particularly exciting, novel or inspired in any way. When projected in the mirrored theatres, however, with
one mirror bouncing the light of another out to a very great distance, the effect
is spectacular." 33 Theall 's commentary makes evident that the figurative motifs
and narrative sequences captured in Man and Colour were only the starting
point, a pretext, really, because eventually that flower or face or ordinary object
appearing on-screen would pulsate, shatter, and be transformed into a shard
of coloured light within the kaleidoscopic system.
As an innovative structure that defamiliarized the everyday perception of
colour, Kaleidoscope can in general terms be compared to the experiments,
models, and prototypes devised by Bauhaus artists in their laboratory-like
studios. But it is the spatial play of Kaleidoscope 's system that makes it comparable to Moholy-Nagy 's polycinematic "dream," shooting beams of
coloured light back and forth across a room, implying space and structure,
and producing the illusion of an architectonic armature. The pavilion's shape
might itself have been quite ordinary, but the edifices that seemed to fantastically arise inside it can be compared to Expo 67's most innovative architectural
contributions. In particular, the realization of that enormous, floating, virtual
dome in the third chamber surpassed the category of "light painting" to
achieve a kind of "light architecture."

Mediatized Space
The architecture of Expo 67 often made use of a modernist vocabulary, but a
newer wave of architectural expression was also in evidence - one that em-
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phasized contingency and ephemerality. It has been argued that a "megastructural" urban logic was tested at Expo 67; instead of a cityscape comprised of
monumental and permanent singular structures, there was an interest in interconnected and adaptable architectural units. 34 Buckminster Fuller's geodesic
dome was, in principle at least, one such temporary structure (although the
US government sponsors insisted that the dome's steel pieces be welded together).
Fuller wou ld often demonstrate how quickly and easily his geodesic domes cou ld
be assembled and then dismantled. Nor was this merely a technical attribute,
as he anticipated that a dome could spring up to accommodate the provisional
needs of a social group at a certain moment in time.
Markson had experience in building geodesic domes, as mentioned above,
and he quite delib erately conceived of Kaleidoscope's coloured-light dome in
architectural terms. 3 5 He and his colleagues were certainly not alone in reinterpreting Fuller's invention. In fact, Fuller-inspired domes were gettin g built
all over the place during the 1960s, and it could be said that the mid-century
dome is characterized both by its iterability and its ideological flexibility.
Small-scale geodesic domes constructed out of recycled materials housed the
inhabitants of Colorado's Drop City commune, for instance, while lesson s in
dome-building techniques were made available in the Whol e Ea rth Catalogue,
a key publication for the dissemination of the countercultura l lifestyle .36 At
the same time, Fuller's domes had been adopted by industry and by the military,
and of course the Expo 67 construction was a direct commission from the US
government. 37 Geodes ic domes therefore occupied an ambiguous cultural space
at th e time of Expo 67, and Kaleidoscope's dematerialized structure inherited
some of this semantic plenitude.
That Kaleidoscope's phantom dome was constructed out of cinematic
media forms is essential to its meaning. The 1960s discourse about media was
dominated by the aphor ism s of Marsha ll McLuhan, and indeed Markson
proclaimed him self to be a "McLu han man" in a 1967 letter to the edit or published in Life magazine .38Thi s statement would have made sense to the magazine's reade rs as a way of signalling his interest in the impact of new media
and technologies. McLu han asked his contemporaries to recognize that every
use of a technology becomes "an extensio n of our own bodies and senses," while
he insisted that, "electric techn ology is directly related to our central nervous
systems." 39 Schafer, the composer of Kaleidoscope's soundtrack, would also
echo McLuhan; in a text describing his teaching experiences at Simon Fraser
University, he argued that art shou ld engage all of the senses simu ltan eous ly,
in "one multitudinous art form in which the details of perception corroborate
or counterpoint one anot her in fields of simultaneous interaction." 40 If his
statement could serve as a basic definition of cinema, Kaleidoscope's fractured
apparatus ensured that the cinematic exper ience wou ld be over tly intermedial
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and perceptually challenging. One further link in this intellectual/artistic chain
is the connection between Moholy-Nagy and McLuhan. As Richard Cavell
has noted, "the work of Moholy-Nagy played a crucial role in McLuhan's
aesthetic," particularly because of the former's "many writings devoted to the
theorization of space." 41
McLuhan often presented his ideas in spatial terms, and he used the word
"environment" in an idiosyncratic way- to describe the contact-zone between
the human sensorium and a technology that is currently in use. "The really
total and saturating environments are invisible," he wrote as the opening line
of an article in artscanada magazine in February 1967, suggesting that the
everyday, habitual use of a technology naturalizes it and effectively makes it
disappear. 42 It is usually only when that media form becomes obsolete that we
develop a heightened awareness of it, and its mediating role becomes apparent.
McLuhan also proposed, though, that artists can create "counter-environments"
to make us aware of the technologized, mediatized environments we inhabit.
The counter-environment had immense value, he maintained, because it could
provide new ways of "understanding media" (the title, of course, of his influential 1964 book). He wrote: "Counter-environments created by the artist are
indispensable means of becoming aware of the environment in which we live
and of the environments we create for ourselves technically." 4 3
Theall also used this terminology, and two months after McLuhan's article
appeared in artscanada, Theall commented on the Montreal World's Fair for
the same publication, proposing that the entire Expo 67 event could be underto the average urban world." 44 In other
stood as a "counter-environment
words, everyday aspects of city life - inasmuch as the "average" urban environment can be understood as a dense network of technologies and media
forms - were thrown into relief by the dream-like apparition of Expo 67.
Although in this particular text Theall didn't single out Kaleidoscope, it could
be considered a "counter-environment" in relation to the flickering electric
signage and multicoloured neon that punctuated the commercial hubs of midcentury cities. If the electrified urban environment awash in coloured light
had become normalized and therefore "invisible" to its inhabitants, the value
of Kaleidoscope might then reside in its ability to heighten the effects of those
media, and perhaps trigger a new awareness about what it means to be
plugged into a technologized city street.
It is intriguing, then, that when Theall embarked on his more sustained report
on Expo 67, he championed Kaleidoscope's cultural impact and counterenvironmental value, but without alluding to such urban conditions. He also
made it quite clear that for him the pavilion wasn't important because of its
psychedelic credentials: "Kaleidoscope can be criticized for trying to achieve
a type of psychedelic or pseudo -mystical experience." If he disagreed with this
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tendency, it was because he detected another epistemological va lue in this
pavilion. Kaleidoscope was "one of the most interesting of the experiments
of Expo" because its med iatized environment triggered a reflection on the
power of colour televisio n. The Kaleidoscope expanded-cinema experience
was made possible through a conglomeration of mirrors, electric light bulbs,
movie cameras, Eastman colour 35mm film, Zeiss Ikon projectors, Harkness
perforated p lastic screens, and so on. Whether these were recent inventions
or older technologies, each played a part in extending and transforming visual
perception. It was the interm edial and cumu lative effect of a ll these technologies that struck Theall and led him to conclude, "Kaleidoscope spoke more
effectively for the development of colour television ... than any of the more
direct methods that might have been used." 45 It might seem ironic that an
expanded approach to cinema would apparently lead to the diminutive screens
of TV. But Theall implied that the Kaleidoscope Pavilion had managed to release
the co lour ed energ ies boxed into a television set, whi le enve loping viewers in
the resulting mediatized space. If he saw the future of colour television in
Kal eidoscope's immersive and even sublime effects, it must be recognized that
in 1967 the incursion of co lou r television into the domestic environment was
relatively new. "Telev ision do esn't so much infiltrate domestic space as become
fused with it," as Catherine Elwes has remarked. 4 6 Theall recognized this as a
game-c han ging moment in media hist ory; he foresaw that waves of polychro matic light were going to exp lode outwards into every available corner of
people 's personal lives. For Theall, Kaleidoscope provided a glimpse of this
televisua l future.
Like other world's fair s, Expo 67 was a· highly discursive event, with most
of the national or thematic pavilions in some way addressing national identity ,
internationa l re lation s, econom ic development, or other globa lly relevant and
humanistic issues. The Kaleidoscope Pavilion didn't obviously contr ibut e to
th ese metanarratives, because its exhib ition material was almost entirely devoid
of linguistic information, because the chemical companies sponsoring the
pavilion did not publicize their involvement, and because the recognizable
images appearing in Man and Colour quickly lost their intelligibility when
subjected to Ka leidoscope's constant movement and dematerializing effects.
Expo 67 also offered its visitors something else, though: a veritable education
in how cinematic paradigms cou ld be re in vented. T he multitude of experimental screen pro jects across Expo 67 revealed that cinema had permeated
and infiltrated twentieth -century life; in this sense Kaleidoscope was part of
a larger cultur al trajectory. And if it immersed visitors in deconstructed cinematic light, the meaning of this expanded-cinema experience would resonate
in different ways, as has been shown. Appearing alongside the psychedelia of
the 1960s, the pavilion's musically enhanced washes of colour seemed to imply
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a pleasurably destabilized subject. Because of its Bauhaus genealogy, Kaleidoscope could be received as an avant -garde design object, embedded in the
material culture of everyday life. And then, Kaleidoscope would be regarded
as an intervention into the media ecology of the time, opening up a new space
between the cinematic and the televisual.
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TOTAL ENV I RONMENTS

Dossier: Kaleidoscope

3.2 Interior view of Kaleidoscope Pavilion. Aud ience is dwarfed by vertical scree n in Theatre 2.
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3.3 Interior view of Kaleidoscope Pavilion, spherical projections in last chamber.

3.4 Interior view of Kaleidoscope Pavilion, horizontal amplification of screen in Theatre 1.
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3.5 Interior view of Kaleidoscope Pavilion, horizonta l ampl ificat ion of stars in Theatre 1.

3.6 Interior view of Kaleidoscope Pavilion, sp herical projections with mutating colours in last chamber.
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3. 7 Floor plan of Kaleidoscope Pavilion. Audience members could
wa lk out onto one of three platforms to view different screens.
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3.8 Drawing of Kaleidoscope Pavilion's projection room. Placed at th e intersection of the three platforms , the projection
room co ntained all six projec tors (two per sc reen).

3.9 Maquette of th e Kaleidoscope Pavilion.

3.10 The Kaleidoscope Pavilion.
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